
Assessment item 1: Cultural case-study presentation 
 
Weight: 40% 
 
Due: Week 7 
 
Length: Case studies should be between 1000-1500 words and have visual 
images. A study will be made available on UTSOnline. 
 
Task: Students will work in small groups on a shared cultural theme, but each student 
submits their own individual assignment on an aspect of the general theme. This will 
represent 30% of the mark. A further 10% will be based on a combined submission 
developed by the group as a whole. This can take the form of a creative poster on the group 
theme or a 500-word one-page critical summary. 
 
Case studies are meant to be creative and analytical - not just descriptive - and can be multi-
media - embedded links, video clips, photos, maps, etc., and will include:  rationale (why this 
topic? Why should we be interested?), a description of the phenomenon, its history, how it is 
playing out now - its implications for social, cultural or political change. 
 
Combined-degree students have the opportunity to form a group to carry out a cultural case 
study relevant to their particular Major (Mexico, Chile, Argentina, Colombia or Latino USA) 
or to choose an unrelated cultural case study project. The cultural case study complements 
but does not replicate lecture and reading material. Cultural case studies enable students to 
think about the main issues and themes raised during the semester. Possible topics include: 
prevalent stereotypes, popular music, religious festivals, literary traditions, tourism 
campaigns, craftwork, indigenous cultures, sport, images from the mass media, public or 
historical figures, important specific event, a particular ethnicised or racialised group, or a 
topical social, political or cultural issue. Students will define specific topics within a general 
theme. A successful cultural case study demonstrates the ability to conduct independent, 
scholarly research. 
 
Note: groups are advised to liaise with their tutor before undertaking the project to confirm 
their topic and approach and seek advice. 
 
Criteria:  
15 marks for quality of content: evidence of independent research; engagement with topic; 
sticks to the issue at hand; balances description with analysis; clearly organised with an 
opening introduction that lets reader know what the topic is and how you will be approaching 
it; 
10 marks for the quality of the case study format: creativity, liveliness, interest, topicality; 
 
5 for submission of point summary and bibliography; 
 
10 marks for group presentation 


